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The identity-matrix of consciousness, for Spiritual conceptualization
and comprehension purposes, may be conceived of as ‘layered’. For example,
through meditation, this may be observed for oneself via the application of a
one-pointed, willful-focus, through and within the perceptual-experience of
what is consciously recognized as Intuition, or the Presence of God. That is,
conscious-Intuition of movement through these geometrical-Spiritual
‘self-layers’ within meditation, locates one within the Presence of God, which
is Self-Realization.
To comprehend the gestalt of this experience for oneself, the
consciousness must realize it’s own reflective nature, and the paradigm of
how this reflectivity creates one’s own experiential-perceptual, as well as
Spiritual realities. That is, one must travel-through a paradoxical-focus of
one-pointed-concentration, within consciousness-application, to have
Self-Realization, and in this way, consciously-knows his own
geometrical-love-comprehension, or Intuition.
Meditation is the prescription that is the provision for this
consciousness-matriculation. This is because by setting aside what seems to
matter, and trading ‘whatever’ for less chatter, a new-realized stillness begins
to beckon. Further, traveling inward through one’s focus in an
observing-restful state, creates the necessary dynamic of self-loving that is
the prerequisite to engendering dissolution of boundary-thinking.
I have been observing my own self-realization processes play-out for a
while now. The adventure has twirled-into an experience of my own
consciousness as a reflection-beyond-deflection. I no longer harbor grudges
or misconceptions; instead, I Practice His Presence, and in That, I have found
my own redemption.
This doctoral thesis is an iteration of my own Self-Realization, wherein I
have learned about ‘Spiritual-Geometry’ within meditation. You will observe
my own investigation into Spirituality and symbol-relations within the world’s
history, wherein I will make the case for True-Spiritual
Self-Realization-Comprehension as one of ‘No-Division’. That is, I make the
case herein, that through the development of one’s own consciousness
via method within-meditation, the Spiritual ‘Re-conditioning’ that occurs,
re-makes one’s self-understanding into Self-Realization, or

conscious-awareness of one’s own symbolic-use of Intuition. This is a
state of Self-as-One with God’s Comprehension.

NOTES TO DEVELOP ~~~>>>
Experiential Perception and the Presence of God
A Brief Deconstruction of the Geometry-of-Consciousness
Heaven is a consciousness-location.

Review of Literature
We live via symbols, and their meanings are determined within one’s own
awareness, via sensory input, and are made relevant or meaningful via
personalized “natural-boundlessness,” within one’s own awareness, that is the
paradoxical state of every consciousness. This awareness is noticeable. For
example, “boundlessness” within one’s-own consciousness, is simply the
experience of any “review” within cognition.
That is, a “chosen-tone,” or gradation of kindness, which empowers that
consciousness so-focused, to comprehend beyond its own “identity,” is the
metaphorical-relation of actually noticing that you are using symbols as
separate tools ~ for reflecting “you” ~ through whatever is noticed.
This naturally then connects the consciousness’-awareness to that culture
presented, or miniscule bit of whatever, that is noticed within that moment.
Further, this relation of kindness ~ in all-ways toward self and others ~ is the
creationary spiritual-polarization of one’s-own heart-freedom. The state of
kindness ~ thus ~ is the “letting-go” of “the-have-to” attitude, and instead is
embracing within oneself, that higher path of inner “ego-bending,” wherein
the “but-if’s” and “if-buts,” within one’s-own “thinking-process,” are no longer
dominant within one’s-own behavioral-outplaying. Literally, kindness leads to
that consciousness experiencing momentary awareness, within that
boundlessness of consciousness.
The result of choosing the “kindness-tone,” as one’s inner-perspective, is the
option of “unwitting” devotion, to that inner-higher-station, of conceiving of
“self” as honestly meaningless, because whatever presents ~ that has got you
bending egos to devotionally-serve within the only moment, is the
paradoxical glory of The Presence within one’s-own-awareness.
It is very easy to examine this “reflective” aspect of one’s own awareness -to
spiritually comprehend that symbolic-meaning is derived via observation - via
simply maintaining an unaffected, pointed-stillness, within that
boundless-awareness, continuously.

Although this paper is the establishment of “beyond-belief” proportions ~
meaning, the point here is to prove what seems impossible ~ as in
God-Consciousness as literally occurring within my own experience ~ is to
begin to cognize beyond your own limitation-mentality, and create a distance
of “interpretation” ~ similar to artistic-rendering ~ which must be established.
For example, in all spiritual texts of holy-excellence, determined by historical
spiritual-experiences, there is the use of metaphoric and metonymic overlay
within that Spiritual writing, which engenders higher-functions within
cognition to “become active.”
This is because a metaphoric statement connects the “individual-self”
orientation within awareness, within a comparison of disparity and
simultaneous affinity of one’s own comprehension of the parts of that
metaphor, challenging cognition to orient beyond the parts not literally
applicable within meanings, perceived as “separate-similar,” yet disparate
parts, described within that statement.
An example metaphor might be “A mighty fortress is our God.”
Metaphor is the creative application within writing, of the literal tool within
cognition, that advances “identity” as a matrix, forward toward
comprehension of “self” in relation to that which seems outside of that
self-perceived (society/culture).
And when metaphor is simultaneously wielded with metonymy - within
those holy poetic-iterations of symbolism discerned through metaphor within
cognition [any “thing” discerned as symbolic] - the challenge increases within
cognition, as the addition of metonym as a process within that cognition of
interpretations, begins to work within consciousness to determine that
“personalized” meaning for the symbol under consideration.
Lastly, metonym is a word or phrase used in metonymy, which is a figure of

speech, in which the name of one object or concept is used for that of another,
to which it is related:
“The crown” is a metonym for “royalty,” or “That” is a metonym for “God.”
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